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Author's response to reviews: see over
Once again it does still need one more round of English language revision :-( There is the odd grammatical error and stilted sentence. On this note, may we again request that your manuscript be checked over by a native English speaker and the language revised. If this is not possible, or has already been done, you may need to use a professional copyediting service. It is important that the quality of language is of a high standard before we accept your manuscript for publication.

Dear editor we have asked one of our colleges who is American educated to correct our manuscript as well as he can. He has tried to do his best. If there is still some shortcomings in this draft please highlight the sentences which need grammatical revision and we will do our best to correct those.

The only other revision that must be done is to have arrows inserted in Figure 1 A to D to show the pathology of interest.

We have added those arrows.